Report on Jennie’s Rwandan trip June 2018

Women joyfully worshipping and dancing in Pastor Paul's community Church
It was a great joy to revisit the projects in Rwanda during the month of June 2018.
Don, who is deeply attached to the on-going work in Pastor Paul’s impoverished
community very much desired to accompany me on this trip. Sadly however, due to
some recent health issues, his cardiologist advised him to remain in France.
The lush beauty of the country and the friendly vitality of its people are inspirational.
Paul and Annett were at the airport to greet me and we immediately drove the 3
hours to the projects, arriving there at midnight.
During the last months, we have been very
concerned about Pastor Paul’s community
Church in Butare, Tumba, which is the hub of all
the New Dawn activities on the ground there.
Since early 2018, over 7,000 small churches
have been forced to close in Kigali and also
thousands of others across the country. This
draconian action is on-going, as thousands of
small churches fail to meet the impossibly
restrictive list of new governmental church
requirements. All church buildings need to be on
at least half a hectare of land; need a tworoomed toilet; need church offices; need to be
Paul's community church, in which the Nursery
sound proofed; need car parking space and
School takes place, also showing, (right-hand side)
existing restored toilet block of the church. In
pavements; need a water tank and several
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foreground, delivery of bricks and sand, (April
2018), to make a new larger toilet block to fulfil
part of new government requirements.

other requirements. Overnight, this list of restrictions has been imposed on all
churches, and of course impoverished churches, (protestant / evangelical) are
naturally targeted. (No one who goes to Paul’s church, even has a car! They already
have an adequate toilet, and demanding them to make an office block, pavements,
and install ‘sound-proofing’ is clearly far beyond their present means. According to
Paul these new laws have been enforced because of the president’s close ties with the
Vatican. “...Rwanda is predominantly Roman Catholic; they want their dominance to remain in place!
Their churches are well financially, and that’s why their ministers are imposing on younger, growing
churches, regulations which they know are not easy for us to cope with... the situation of poor and growing
younger churches is sadly paralyzed...rural and town communities are being left without any local church
and the flock are being scattered and young Christians are falling away...” Paul describes this whole
situation as resembling “an erupting earthquake” and they do not know when it will stop.
Already Paul’s church has been visited and inspected several times by the governing
officials and the police force, and we thank God that miraculously, it has not been
closed. The impressive on-going community activities within the church, (instigated
and supported by New Dawn,) have caused
the officials to restrain their hand for the
moment. However, they have exerted some
pressure on Pastor Paul, and we have been
able to help them to construct a new toilet
block and to secure a small plot of extra land
adjoining their church plot so that their plot
now nearly makes up the required half
hectare. We continue to pray that God’s
favour rests on this church. New laws also
prohibit any outdoor Christian gatherings or
street evangelization stating that ‘it infringes
on people’s rights.’ This is also another huge
restriction for the Rwandan Evangelical
Church that frequently shares the Gospel at
these kinds of meetings. Paul said that any
home church gathering has to be reported to
the local chief. It is clear that house churches
Local children playing in front of Paul's church

are also being suppressed.
Paul shared with me another thing
which is disturbing many Rwandans.
Now everyone has to have a special
’identity information card.’ This card
does not replace a normal passport but
is a separate obligatory card on which is
coded all kinds of personal data and
information. (Bank account numbers,
Paul's personal data card
whether you own a house, property, how
many phone(s), cars, and all kinds of other personal data concerning your family, etc
.) If you do not have this card you cannot access the government schools or hospital
medical services and many other things. You have to carry the card on you all the
time. People are also being encouraged to do all their banking on this card. Paul
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shared that many people are very suspicious of this mass collection of personal data
on a regular basis, and he believes that it is certainly a foreshadowing/ a type of the
famous prophesied ‘mark of the beast’. He has no doubt that people are being
prepared to become totally dependent upon and used to using this ‘information card’.

With our dear little bunch of Nursery Children- June 2018

How wonderful it was to step back into the familiar church building and discover all
our 20 little Nursery children busily occupied with their morning activities with faithful
Kanyana and Josianne, (school teacher and assistant). I spent a most lovely time with
them all. All the children’s materials that I
had brought with me brought exclamations
of delight. (There is so little of these kind of
children’s art/craft educative things
available here, and certainly these items
will be well used within the Nursery School.)
All the children were in attendance, and
were just as you’d expect them to beutterly excited and full of eagerness! I did a
craft activity with them. We made chickens!
I asked them ‘what was inside an egg’? One
little boy replied, “an omelette!” Using
paints, stickers and feathers, in ‘collage
Nursery School materials brought from France
fashion’, (materials that I had brought from
France,) they worked on the floor on a big straw mat, each with their page of paper
beside them. Their ages range from 3-5, so you get a wide variety of expressions of
‘a chicken’! Afterwards, we all ‘blew bubbles’ which was like magic for them! (I had
brought children’s bubble liquid from France.) This was a totally new experience for
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them, and they became so animated jumping up in the air trying to catch the floating
bubbles! It was really lovely to see such a vivacious, joyful commotion! After the
juice-break, we laid out all the hand-made clothes
on benches in the building, (things that a friend,
Pauline, had so beautifully made and given to me
during the last year,) and each child was able to
choose some items. They all enthusiastically wanted
to put them on over their school uniforms, and then
they ran around the church squealing with joy and
excitement! Certainly this little school is really
impacting their lives. It is a huge blessing within the
community. I also met with all the students in the
Primary and Secondary education programs.

Anita proudly shows her chicken

(22 students). I saw several of
them when I visited two of the
Schools, and I met the others
at the church. They all
expressed their gratitude at
being able to attend school
thanks to this program. I
encouraged them to continue
to work hard. Andrew, our first
boy to be enrolled in this education program in 2015, has worked so hard that this
year, he has been selected by the government education office to be a scholarship
student, and now goes to a specialised school. We are very proud of him! It is highly
likely that none of these desperately impoverished children would be attending school
today had they not received the possibility through this education program. It is a
great joy to see them all looking so smart in their school uniforms.
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I also met up with the New Hope Group members.
(This is a selected group of 11 extremely
impoverished households within Paul’s community.
They each receive monthly financial support.) During
my visit we wanted to bless each of them with a
special gift of a mattresses, blanket, soap, sugar and
flour. We bought all these items on the market before
doing the various home visits. As always, these home
visits are such a reality-check, as one encounters
shocking situations of
abject poverty. One old
lady sang and danced for
joy in her little mud-floor

With Annett buying mixed flour on the
market.

hut, with her new blanket
draped over her head and
shoulders, holding her bar of
soap in one hand! I also
gave out a few items of
much appreciated second
hand clothing. One dear old lady was wearing one of the second–hand sweaters that I
brought with me the last time I came! Obviously it has found a good home. We also
convened a group meeting with some of the New Hope Group members at the church.
The meeting soon turned into a wonderful praise, worship and spontaneous testimony
time! The things that the people shared were so poignant and distressing at times,
but it made me aware how much of a lifeline the monthly assistance that this group
receives is. One woman said that she
believes that she would be dead today had
she not been chosen to be part of this
group. Another lady tearfully said that she
could not express the enormity of her
gratitude, and that the mattress that she
had received meant that she and her
children would not have to sleep on the
mud floor. The old men, full of
appreciation, particularly remembered Don.
Others spoke about the vital importance of
With Andrew's mum
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the monthly sum that they receive, for it permits them to make ends meet and
removes much stress within their families. Andrew’s mother was exuberant
expressing her gratitude. In 2015, her son was going to become a street boy because
of lack of funds, however today he is
becoming a fine young man! Most of
these people are HIV positive, (including
Andrew’s mum,) and not only do they
struggle with the related health issues
but also in many cases, the stigma that
this disease carries. Paul related the
shocking fact that within his Tumba
community, a high percentage of young
women, (and girls, as young as 12 years
old,) prostitute themselves in order to
get money to survive. There is so much
need it can seem overwhelming at
times. I was also able to visit 4 other
Wall painting in Main Street of Butare exposing and protesting
desperate families that are not within
the rejection of AIDS victims.
the New Hope Group. Their situations of
misery were painful to witness. We were able
to provide mattresses, blankets, sugar, soap
and flour to all of them as well.
I spent valuable time with Pastor Paul,
reviewing all the accounts and the paperwork
which he is keeping immaculately, and
discussing the future aspirations for this
project. He would like to start what he
terms ‘a jiggers’ care unit’ based at the
church, to treat affected people in his
community. (A jigger is a flea-like parasite
that burrows and lays eggs under the skin,
(most often in the feet,) which unless
treated, multiply, destroying soft tissue and
cause crippled deformed feet and even
hands. This affliction is nation-wide in
Rwanda, caused by poverty, lack of hygiene
and sanitation. Paul envisages this ‘jiggers
care unit’ as not only a way of reaching out a loving practical hand but also, when
possible, a means by which to share the Gospel message. The Nursery School
program is not only helping the children but it is also a powerful way to reach out to
very needy uneducated parents, and to teach them some of the basic lessons of lifesaving health and hygiene. We are so encouraged by all that is taking place here and
desire to maintain, and if possible extend the on-going programs in the future.
The ominous shadow over the ‘poor churches’ here is tangible. May we all keep this in
our prayers. We want to extend a huge thank you to those of you are supporting this
on-going work in Rwanda in
so many different ways.
Your help makes this all
this work possible.
God bless you all.
a-newdawn.org
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Josiane and Kanyana

Paul reviewing the children's files.

